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The ~
--”...”.
of small .st b ‘--s applied to the @culation
of the pressure distribution and drag of a closed body 01 revolution”
Tt is shown that toward the reartraveling at supersonic speeds. -
of the body the shape of
that for subsonic flow.
theoretical wave drag is
the frictional drag.
the pressure distribution is similar to
For fincness rd ios between .10atd IS the
of the same order as probable va!l.ucsof
. r.
.
INIWO?YJCTICN .
.-
-,
Methods for calculation of the flim over a body of revolution
traveli~~ at SU.Wrsonic velocities have been known for some time.
(See references 1 and 2.) Investigations aloig these lirieshave,
however, been confined chiefly to bodies haviq~ the foz?nof
artillery projectiles. Such bodies, because of their bhirrbforms~
show relatively high drags and are thus not suited for use on
high-speed aircraft. The drag of slender bodies”and the c@fects
of fairing the rear of these bodies are therefore of considerable
interest in connection ml.ththe problem of flight at speeds”above
the speed of so’und.
.,, . ,
In view of the interest in possible aeronautical applications
it x-asthought worbh while to apply the known methods to a
particular case of a cl&scd body hav~ both a,ta~.recinose aid a
tapered tail. Slender shapes described by the rotation of
parabhlic arcs were chosen and the resulting pressure di~%ributio~
over the surfaces as well as along the axes h+ind the bodies were
calculated. The results are comparecjwith.those 6btdried fOr
similar shapes in an incompressible fluid and d S’Oin one case
with a two-dimensional.body having a.s“tiilarcross section,
,
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METHODS OF C.WOUL4TION
The method used herein follows closely that of reference 1.
Figure 1 shows the stipe of the body and the orientation of the
axes. The disturbance produced by the body is assumed to be small
ahd the flow isentropic so that the linearized equation for the
potential of the disturbance velocities -@ wiZL apply. This
equation is (see reference 2)
As in the case of an incompressible fluid the flow over
the body can be obtained by tineaddition of flows due to an
infinite number of sources distributed along the sxis- The
potential of a single source in a supersonic stream is
w
2- #(#’”+ Z2)
V&=
c
and
t
r.f#+”~2
Figure 2 shows the equipo+entia.ilines for the supersonic
source compared with those for a source in an,,incompressible
flow. In the case of a souyce’in an incompressible flow the
(2) - “
equipotential surfaces
A
$0=
In the su~ersonic case
.
are spheres, given by the expression
*
the equipotential
(1)
(3)
surfaces are hyperboloids
—
.
of two sheets contained wit& the lUachconesa Although-the
mathematical expression has values in two cones, one ahead of and
one behind the source, only the values behind have physical
significance.
3
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It till be noted that the distrihtion of velocities along
the x-axis is the same for the supersonic SOUrCQ (equation (2))
as for the subsonic or incompressible source (equation (3)).
Si.nce,theforward cone is to be disregarded in the supersonic cases
however, it is found that the coefficient C in equation (2)
must be doubled .$norder to produce the same flux, or intmsity,
as equation (3). ~Je result is that the velocities along the
taxisbc.hind.a:supersonic.sourcQ are exactly twice those of a
subsonic source having tho same intensity.. .. +“.
The sources end sinks are assumed to be continuously
distributed with intensity ‘2nVf(Z).p,erunit Length along the
x-axis from -1 to 1. The abscissas of the individual sources are
denotedby ~. Positive values of f(~) denote sources and
negative valu@ d,enotesinks~
tho single elementary sources
. . ....
.’ J.x-Br(Lo -1
,,..
By addin~ the potentials dtieto
f(~)~tfie resulant flow
,...
is obtained. *, ., ,.
The problem is to determino a source...~stpibutionin such a
way that .-”.:”. .. .
*- ‘t.
,
.-
(5)
.-
,, . -----
whero dR/dx gives the shapo df th; z&i&n curve of the body
of revolution. It is shown in refer,cnce1 that to a first
appr~ximtion for a,slender body t~c ~cyrcc strcn.gth”ispro-
portional to th~”rate of change of,th~ cross section.of the bqly,
that is
f(x) =
A similar approximation
distribution for a boti
. .
~g
&
(6) ~
.. .-..M..-.l .- . - ~.. .. . . . .. .., .
can be ap~li’cd-to;-obtainthe source
in subsonic flow. The distributions are,
in fact,”.thesame in tiletwo cases with the’excmtion t“hatin thb
supersonic flow the va.hm of f(x) must’be doubicd to XCOUnt
fom the elimination,.oftheflux through the fomard”cones.
;..
#
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By choosing f(X) = c(x3 - x) and solting equat~~ (6), the
folluwlng expression,for R was,obtained:
r
&’:6_J=
.,
R=’
.8 (1 “-~). “;~ ,’W.. - $/ (7)”- “.
This expression may ‘berecognized as the equation of a surface
obtained by revolving a parabolic arc about its chord. The
fineness ratio of the body is determined by the value assigned
the factor c.
on substituting c(?j3 - ~) for f(~)
velocity increment Wiax atpoint (xsr )
equation (9.5)~ p .39 ~ refe~*ence ~)
r’=
-Br
,., e
= Cv
r- , .’
1‘~ \/(X+1)2“,- #y2”= Cy , 2
.
‘(
+ 3X2 -
.)
1 + ~ B2r2
over ‘&e body.
Along ‘tie axis beh~d the body
., mm
in equation (4), the
is found to be (see
\
...
,.
-.
,.
. .
the integration
-1
---
. .
(s)
(9)
-.
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RESULTS ,,
,“
* QiLctiations have been made fmr a Mach number of l.h and for
.‘ three thickness ratios d/L of 0,06673 O.lCljam Q& cOrI’%lSPQn~ng
to fineness ratios .,~d of l.#,10, and 6,67, respectively. The
results”for the thre.~bodies are show-qin figures 3, b, and5j .
respectively, ~d are ccmpared with the theoretical presmm+- ,
distributions over these”bodies in an incompressible.fluid, A
discussion of the errors involved in the linear theory and the”
variation of the pressures with Mach number will-be found in
re!ler,&c”e”3. ,..
,.
Comparison of the distributions in a compressible“fluid~and
in an incompressible fluid shows a certain similariti~,especially
toward the rear @f the body. The effect of supersonic speed
appears to be similar to the effect af..alag inasmuch as the
negative pressure peak a.adthe region of p?eskure recovery ar& ::
displaced rearward. The,press.u alonz the &xipbehind the body
The results obtained herein for-the three=dimensionalbody
art?in marked contrast to the results obtained for two-tiweneional
bodies, or wing sections, having similar cross”SSCtionsS4As is
well lamwn in the two-dimensional case ‘nopressure rccovory
~~-e at supersonic speeds, the preswre at a point bein
~~??r.~nedsQ-&.~~o~~f ths surface.at:tlti~>&t
so-that ~ositive pressures occur wherc,v&ythe”cro~:sec tion i=
expanding and ~?t.;ve Pressures occur wberemr the cross
section IS diminishing. I’iSurc.;shows thu comparison of the
t-wo-tie;isionaland tfir“ee-dimwnsionslbodies for the. 0.10
“’ Yaickness Fatio.’ .->
The ossenti.’aldifference between the two- and thrc.e-
dimensional flows corresponds to the difference noted hykmb’ ““””
(rcferonce 4) between the charactcris~ics of a plane sound wave
and an ~a~ly s@m&tric~ wave diverging from a cmtcr, As”
noted by Lamb, tho planp wave, which corres~onds ih the present
case to the flow produced by the two-dimcns~onalwing sccti.on,
5.spropa~ated indefi-titclyvtithoutchanEe Of form; i{hcrcasthe
axially symmetrical wave, which appro.xi.mitesthat produced by an
~le]nentof tie s~ondcr body of rcvo~ution, dots not foll~~ t~-e ?
form of.the disturbing notion but leaves a ‘ltsillrof diminishing
intensity and indefinite extent. ThUS tho ~~On Lcavgs
n-s sura disturbance in i~e, i~h~rea~the asiall
s~ ical body
%
is fo~ow~d by ~ indi>ffilit~r~gion o
p~. Integration or tlle axial components of the prcssur&
6
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acting on the body, however, shows that the positive pressure at
the rear of the three-dimensionalbdyis ~ufficient 10 cancel.
only a small fraction of tiietot% ,pressureor wave drag. .-
The wavedrag coefficients based on the maximum frontal area
were found to.b~ 0.049, 0.11, anti0.2L for.the,bodies with thickness
ratios of 0.0667,,0.10, and C?.1~,respe~tively~ Figure 7 shows
a comparison of these values with the ware drags of corresponding
two-dimensionalwing sections. It till be noted that the wave
drag of tne fuselage form is appToximat@y proportional to the
square of the tnickness ratio. “ ., -..
An approximate estimate of tile%tal drag of a body may be
@ tne frictional drag to the wave drag.obtained by adding values o.
A rather complete treatment of the frictional drag of bodies of
revolution at subsonic speeds is avail~ble from reference ~. By
use of values from reference 5 corresponding to a fully turbulxt
boundary layer and e Rcynoltisnum%r of 108, the following estimates
of the total drags of the bodies were obtained:
>. ,,-- —
,.
.
., 1’ t.’.
Thickness ratio ~
--— —-—. — l~--L:~:--
0.0667 - ‘
-i [
O*14 0.032
.10 .17 ,.. - ‘..0!51 ..-’
.15’. . ~ .29 .11
.-. . —----- --- . —..C .-..—-.
-~&re CD is the,~ag. coeffici~nt based on &he frontal area and
.2 l ,-. . .
CD is the drag coefficient b;.sedon the*volu&e ofthe body-to -
Vol
the 2/3 power. ‘.
The drag of a given volume is.an.important criterion in the
case of an airplane fuselage and it will be of interest to compare
these vak,ws with a t~ic.al value attainable at subsonic speecis~
For a Reynolds number of 108 and a turbulent ~undary lajerj the
best value given by Young (reference ~) corresponds to a thickness
ratio of 0.2 and is approximately
*
C%ol
= 0.0%
CONCLUDING RN.LWS
r“
Tne theoretical pressure distribution over a closed body of
revolution traveling at supersonic velocities ‘shtiwsa ~ressurc
recovery at the rear of the body similar to that occurring ‘.t
7
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subsonic speeds. The extent of the region of ’positivepressure
is, however, not sufficient to have a pronoumcea effect on the
wave drag. It appears to be necessary to use extremely slender
shapes to obtain total drag values comparable to those of a
conventional airplane fuselage at subsonic’speeds. ~~r fineness
ratios between 10 and 1$ the theoretical wave’drag is’of the same
order as probable values of the frictional drag.
Lan@y Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Lan@ey I?ield,Vs., July 8, 1946
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Figure l.- Orlen Lation of axea and shape of body.
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a supersonic source compared with those
an incompressible flow.
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Calculated pressure distributions for a thickness ratio
.
Figure 3.- M
of 0.0667.
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Figure A. - Calculated pressure distributions for a thickness ratio
of 0.10.
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Figure 5,- Calculated pressure distributions for a thickness ratio
of 0.15.
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Figure 6.-
-/ 0
Comparison of pressures for
a ~ach nwnber of 1.4 for a
/
two- and three-dimensional bodies at
thickness ratio of 0.10.
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Figure 7.- Comparison of wave drags of two- and three-dimensional
bodies for a Mach number of 1.4.
